In Vivo Tumor Grading of Prostate Cancer Using Quantitative ¹¹¹In-Capromab Pendetide SPECT/CT
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We have developed an in vivo method to quantify antibody uptake using ¹¹¹In-capromab pendetide SPECT combined with CT (SPECT/CT). Our goal was to evaluate this method for potential grading of prostate tumors. Methods: Our phantom experiments focused on the robustness of an advanced iterative reconstruction algorithm that involves corrections for photon attenuation, scatter, and geometric blurring caused by radionuclide collimators. The conversion factors between image values and tracer concentrations (in Bq/mL) were calculated from a uniform phantom filled with an aqueous solution of ¹¹¹InCl₃ using the same acquisition protocol and reconstruction parameters as for patient studies. In addition, the spatial resolution of the reconstructed images was measured from a point source phantom. The measured spatial resolution was modeled into a point-spread function, and the point-spread function was implemented in a deconvolution-based partial-volume-error correction algorithm. The recovery capability to correctly estimate true tracer concentrations was tested using prostate-like and bladder-like lesion phantoms fitted in the modified National Electrical Manufacturers Association/International Electrotechnical Commission body phantom. Patients with biopsy-proven prostate cancer (n = 10) who underwent prostatectomy were prospectively enrolled in the preoperative SPECT/CT studies at the San Francisco Veterans Affairs Medical Center. The CT portion of SPECT/CT was used to generate CT-based attenuation maps and as an anatomic localization tool for clinical interpretation. Pathologic Gleason grades were compared with in vivo antibody uptake value (AUV) normalized by injected dose, effective half-life, and injection-scan time difference. AUVs were calculated in each lobe of the prostate gland with cylindric volumes of interest having dimensions of 1.5 cm in both diameter and height.

Results: Reconstructed SPECT images further corrected by the deconvolution-based partial-volume-error correction could recover tracer concentrations up to 90% of true values in measurements of phantom volumes as small as 7.77 mL. From patient studies, there was a statistically significant correlation (p = 0.71, P = 0.033) between higher AUVs (from either left or right lobe) and higher components of pathologic Gleason scores.

Conclusion: Our results strongly indicate potential for noninvasive prostate tumor grading using quantitative ¹¹¹In-capromab pendetide SPECT/CT.
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SPECT and PET are widely used noninvasive molecular imaging tools (1). Although the application of either imaging modality depends on the availability of useful radiotracers, PET always has been preferred when the quantitative accuracy of the result is a particularly important component for a given application (2). In most existing applications, SPECT is less precise primarily because of its lower photon statistics, compared with those of PET. In addition, physical correction techniques for photon attenuation, scatter, and geometric blurring caused by radionuclide collimators are not fully implemented or validated in typical SPECT applications (3); thus, truly quantitative SPECT for tracer quantification is seldom used.

Of many potential SPECT applications, the SPECT diagnostic evaluation of prostate cancer metastasis can be greatly enhanced with tracer quantification. ¹¹¹In-capromab pendetide is a monoclonal antibody targeting prostate-specific membrane antigen (PSMA) labeled with ¹¹¹In that emits high-energy photons suitable for SPECT (4). Conventional use of ¹¹¹In-capromab pendetide SPECT does not require any quantification because the imaging is used mainly to image sites of disease (5).

Immunohistochemical staining with the PSMA-targeting 7E11-C5 monoclonal antibody, the antibody for ¹¹¹In-capromab pendetide, is more intense in malignant prostate tissue than in benign tissue and is positive in lymph node and bony metastases (6). In addition, in specimens obtained...
from patient studies, PSMA expression using 7E11-C5 immunohistochemical staining has been found to be generally higher in primary cancer and lymph node metastases than in benign epithelium (7). However, in vivo PSMA expression using $^{111}$In-capromab pendetide SPECT or any other imaging method has never been correlated with tumor aggressiveness. Conventional use of $^{111}$In-capromab pendetide SPECT never required any quantification because imaging was mainly used for evaluation of spread of disease (5). To date, however, concerns about lack of specificity have limited the widespread clinical applicability of standard $^{111}$In-capromab pendetide-based imaging.

We demonstrate how tracer quantification through quantitative SPECT enables correlation between in vivo PSMA expression as determined from imaging and pathologic tumor grade. Our approaches to tracer quantification primarily focus on combined SPECT/CT technology (8), which provides practical procedures for photon attenuation correction of $^{111}$In data (9). We also use corrections for photon scatter and geometric blurring caused by radionuclide collimators for SPECT image reconstruction (9–11). Our approach is in line with some previous efforts using CT-based corrections in iterative SPECT reconstruction algorithms to obtain better quantitative accuracies for reconstructed concentrations in comparison to correction methods based on SPECT transmission scans (12). Of particular note is that correct implementation of attenuation correction was found to be a significant factor in achieving artifact-free SPECT images (13) and in improving quantitative information on radioactivity distribution (14). However, with regard to tracer quantification within small volumes of interest (e.g., prostate glands), we further used an additional postreconstruction partial-volume technique we originally developed for PET images to obtain improved quantitative information on tracer concentrations (15). As a result, after careful phantom-calibration evaluations, we were able to convert pixel values in SPECT reconstructed volumes into tracer concentrations (Bq/mL). Using the tracer concentrations normalized by appropriate patient-specific imaging variables such as injected dose and interval between injection and scan times, we evaluated the correlation of in vivo PSMA expression with pathologic tumor grade from prospectively enrolled prostate cancer patients who underwent radical prostatectomy after SPECT/CT.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

**SPECT/CT Acquisition and Reconstruction Parameters**

All our studies used a commercially available SPECT/CT scanner (Precedence, with a 0.9525-cm [3/8-in] NaI(Tl) crystal thickness and a 16-slice multidetector CT component; Philips Healthcare) installed at San Francisco Veterans Affairs Medical Center. All SPECT data in both phantom and patient studies were acquired using a 128 × 128 matrix with a 4.664-mm pixel size using medium-energy general-purpose collimators. The SPECT acquisition was performed with 64 stops (128 angles by 2 camera heads) at 55 s per stop for a 360° rotation. SPECT reconstructions were performed using an algorithm involving CT-based attenuation correction, and scatter and geometric blurring corrections (Astonish; Philips Healthcare) with 12 iterations and 8 subsets of ordered-subsets expectation maximization. The postprocessing filter of reconstructed images was Hanning with a 1.5 cutoff frequency. In case there was a visual mismatch between the CT attenuation map and the SPECT emission data, the 2 data were manually registered before reconstruction of the final SPECT images. Using the JETStream workstation provided by the scanner manufacturer, each SPECT reconstruction took approximately 30 min each. For patient studies, approximately 185 MBq (5 mCi) of $^{111}$In-capromab pendetide were administered intravenously, followed by the SPECT/CT acquisitions at approximately 96 h after injection. The helical CT was performed without iodinated contrast agent using the manufacturer’s default CT attenuation correction acquisition parameters. The CT data were reconstructed using a filtered backprojection algorithm provided by the scanner manufacturer.

**Phantom Preparation**

To calculate radiotracer concentrations (Bq/mL) in each voxel of SPECT reconstructed volumes, we performed a SPECT/CT scan of phantoms that were divided into 3 parts: uniform volume, point source, and small and large volumetric lesions. All 3 parts of the phantoms were fit within 1 SPECT field of view to minimize the number of scans needed. The uniform volume was created by partial filling of an aequous solution of $^{111}$InCl$_3$ (53.65 MBq) to test the uniformity of the reconstructed SPECT image and to calculate a conversion factor from voxel values (arbitrary unit) to radiotracer concentrations (Bq/mL). The partial-filling technique was used to ensure complete mixing of the $^{111}$InCl$_3$ aequous solution for the uniformity test. The point source was simulated using a drop of $^{111}$InCl$_3$ solution within a small centrifuge tube. This point source was used to measure the spatial resolution of reconstructed SPECT images. The point-spread function was estimated from the spatial resolution value and was an input parameter to the previously developed postreconstruction partial-volume-error (PVE) correction algorithm (15,16). This PVE correction algorithm iteratively compensates PVEs of spill-ins and spill-outs from neighboring pixels by deconvolving the reconstructed volume with the measured point-spread function. The small and large lesions were simulated in phantoms as for prostate gland and bladder and to test our physical correction techniques and PVE correction algorithm to recover known tracer concentrations.

The modified National Electrical Manufacturers Association/International Electrotechnical Commission (NEMA/IEC) body phantom to include bladderlike (146 mL) and prostatelike (7.77 mL) lesions filled with $^{111}$InCl$_3$ aqueous solution was prepared in the radiopharmacy laboratory at San Francisco Veterans Affairs Medical Center. At scanning time, activity concentrations for the bladderlike and prostatelike lesions were 32.9 kBq/mL and 636.3 kBq/mL, respectively. The rest of the parts in the body phantom—the body and 6 spheres—were filled with nonradioactive water to simulate attenuation medium. Before phantom filling, all doses were measured using a dose calibrator calibrated for $^{111}$In. Once the phantom compartments were filled with radioactivity, leak-proof covers and screws were fastened and the phantom was agitated to ensure complete mixing of $^{111}$InCl$_3$ with water at room temperature. The bladderlike and prostatelike lesions were manufactured in the investigators’ own machine shop at the University of California, San Francisco and were fit in the standard NEMA/IEC body phantom (17).
Patients were recruited after an institutional review board approved the protocol for collecting image data and other test results related to the imaging studies, including descriptive pathologic evaluation after prostatectomy. Other than the eligibility of prostatectomy, no other restrictive patient selection criteria were imposed.

Advanced Reconstruction and Deconvolution Techniques on Patient Images

We focused on tracer quantification in small volumes such as the prostate gland. In addition, as far as the spatial resolution of $^{111}$In-SPECT/CT allows, our goal is to develop quantitative indices for each lobe of the prostate gland. Given the often-multicentric distribution of prostate cancer in the gland, even left/right quantitative indices should be useful in characterizing disease. Our choice of reconstruction parameters was based on a preliminary study in which an extra correction term such as attenuation correction in an iterative reconstruction algorithm requires typically twice the iterations to maintain the same signal-to-noise ratio before and after inclusion of the extra correction term (10). Therefore, including CT-based photon attenuation correction and geometric blurring correction as well as scatter corrections, we chose 12 iterations—6 times the manufacturer’s default number of 2 iterations—of the ordered-subsets expectation maximization algorithm when these 3 correction terms are not included. This advanced reconstruction algorithm was necessary to present good image quality for interpretation of $^{111}$In-capromab pendetide SPECT/CT reconstructions. The measured spatial resolution was an average of 9 mm in full width at half maximum (FWHM).

However, for tracer quantification within the prostate gland, our volumes of interest were 2 identical cylinders having dimensions of 1.5 cm in both diameter and height at each side of the prostate gland. The volume of interest was smaller than twice the FWHM. Our deconvolution-based postreconstruction PVE correction was necessary to further tighten the errors associated with tracer concentration estimates. Figure 1 illustrates this tightening effect. The top images are before the application of the deconvolution-based PVE correction in transaxial and coronal views; the bottom images are after the PVE correction.

Antibody Uptake Value (AUV) Correlation with Tumor Grade

The cylindric volumes of interest were drawn completely within each lobe of the prostate gland to calculate the mean value of tracer concentrations in Bq/mL. The tracer concentrations were converted to AUV, which is similar to the standardized uptake value (18) commonly used in PET quantitation. However, AUV is not normalized by individual patient weight because in vivo uptake of antibody such as 7E11-C5 in $^{111}$In-capromab pendetide is a biochemical characteristic at the level of tissue, which should not vary significantly with patient weight. AUVs were calculated from preoperative data on the prospectively enrolled 10 patients using the following formula:

$$
AUV (\text{Bq/mL}/\text{MBq}) = \frac{C'(t_i) \cdot \frac{\lambda_{\text{eff}}(t_i - t_i)}{A(t_i)}}{t_i - t_i}, \quad \text{Eq. 1}
$$

where $C'(t_i)$ is activity concentration (Bq/mL) estimated using the conversion factor from the uniformity measurement and corrected with the 9 mm FWHM iterative deconvolution algorithm, $\lambda_{\text{eff}}$ is the effective decay constant of $^{111}$In-capromab pendetide (0.01034 h$^{-1}$), $t_i$ is the scan time, $t_i$ is the injection time (in h), and $A(t_i)$ is the total activity injected (in MBq). AUV is given in Bq/mL/MBq because this unit provides a user-friendly range of values typically between 20 and 100.

After these AUVs were calculated from patients who went through radical prostatectomy and anatomic pathologic examination after the surgical procedure, we obtained pathologic tumor grades from all these patients. The pathologic Gleason score is often a valuable prognostic factor in prostate cancer management (19). The Gleason grading system assigns a grade from 1 (very well differentiated) to 5 (very poorly differentiated) to the most dominant and second most dominant histologic patterns (20). Comparison was made between higher AUVs (either left lobe or right lobe) and higher grade of the Gleason score because given the limitations of the imaging test in terms of not having finer spatial resolution, smaller segmentation of AUV measurements is difficult to justify. The higher grade of the Gleason score was chosen assuming high AUV can be closely related to intensive PSMA overexpression. As shown in Figure 2, the higher Gleason grade from our 10-patient datasets was either 3 (from 3 + 3 Gleason score) or 4 (either from 3 + 4 or from 4 + 3).

RESULTS

$^{111}$In Concentration Calculation from Small Volumes

The uniform volume after reconstruction using the iterative ordered-subsets expectation maximization algorithm that involved CT-based attenuation correction, scatter correction, and geometric blurring correction resulted in a reconstructed SPECT image with the uniform line profile shown in Figure 3. This line profile was obtained from a transaxial slice stacked over 20 uniform slices. From this measurement, the conversion factors as multiplication factors from the reconstructed image value (arbitrary unit) to the activity concentration (Bq/mL) were estimated as

![Figure 1. Effect of deconvolution-based PVE correction on reconstructed SPECT/CT images. Transaxial (top row) and coronal (bottom row) views before (A) and after (B) PVE correction are shown. Arrows indicate areas of uptake (prostate gland) showing improved spatial resolution after PVE correction.](image-url)
9.87 and 13.31 for PVE-uncorrected images and PVE-corrected images, respectively. The reconstructed point-source image resulted in an average FWHM of 9 mm using gaussian function fits in all 3 cartesian coordinates. The average FWHM was a mean of 3 values corresponding to 3 cartesian coordinates. Thus, after applying the 9 mm FWHM point-spread function to our iterative deconvolution technique to correct for PVEs as well as the conversion factor from the uniform phantom, we could recover activity concentrations (in Bq/mL) up to approximately 90% of true values in a small prostatelike lesion (7.77 mL) and up to almost 100% of true values in a large bladderlike lesion (146 mL). Figure 4 shows that our PVE correction technique outperforms the non-PVE correction conversion method in the concentration value recovery process.

**SPECT/CT Images of Patients After Advanced Corrective Reconstruction**

Figure 1 illustrates this tightening effect. This example shows how the deconvolution-based PVE correction algorithm was necessary to quantify a small volume such as the prostate gland because even the reconstruction algorithm that incorporated photon attenuation, scatter, and collimator response corrections could not provide the necessary spatial resolution to draw values in small volumes of interest. Blurring of the tracer distribution in the prostate gland was significantly improved after the PVE correction was applied.

**AUV Correlation with Tumor Grade**

Figure 2 shows the correlations between AUVs and Gleason grades of tumors. As the figure indicates, the deconvolution-based PVE correction provides a statistically more significant correlation between the 2 values. The potential result is that $^{111}\text{In}$-capromab pendetide SPECT/CT might be used as an in vivo tumor-grading tool. The Spearman rank correlation test shows that correlation coefficients were $\rho = 0.64$ and 0.71 for Gleason tumor grade correlation with PVE-uncorrected AUVs and with PVE-corrected AUVs, respectively. The 2-sided $P$ values were 0.055 and 0.033, respectively. Hence, if we consider the statistical significance with a $P$ value of less than 0.05, the deconvolution-based PVE correction needs to be applied to make the correlation results statistically significant using our limited sample size ($n = 10$).

**DISCUSSION**

The use of conversion factors to estimate activity concentrations in Bq/mL is routinely applied in PET but...
has not yet been widely adopted in SPECT, primarily because of poor photon statistics and difficulties in applying the necessary physical corrections. We report the validation of a novel approach involving correction factors for 3 major physical perturbations (photon attenuation, scatter, and geometric blurring caused by radionuclide collimators) for SPECT. These physical correction techniques provide a higher target-to-background ratio ($21^{21}$). Therefore, even if physical detection efficiency is not improved, an indirect improvement in photon statistics is achieved with the iterative reconstruction algorithm. Dual-modality SPECT/CT technology improves SPECT quantification, particularly with regard to photon attenuation correction.

As we have shown here, tracer quantification that correlates with biologic signatures of tissue, such as PSMA expression for prostate cancer, also requires careful thought on normalization methods to minimize interpatient variability. In the future, we plan to accumulate more patient data and a wider range of Gleason tumor grades, at least to capture some of the grade 5 components. We also plan to explore ways of evaluating the data correlation with other biologic features of prostate cancer, such as spectroscopic biomarkers that can be obtained from MR spectroscopic imaging combined with MRI (22).

Tracer quantification in distant metastatic sites is another possibility if we can access these sites for pathologic evaluations. The same analysis we have developed here can be performed to compare in vivo AUV and pathologic tumor status. Eventually, our long-term goal is to develop a validated preoperative imaging-based tumor staging and grading system to alleviate the problems of understaging on prostate biopsy—problems that complicate prostate cancer decision-making, leading to both under- and overtreatment of localized disease. There exists a great need for continuous investigation of novel radiotracers for prostate cancer that specifically target promising biomarkers such as PSMA. Such a radiotracer was reported by Hillier et al. (23). We hope our results will thus help invigorate the adoption of quantitative SPECT techniques using these newer tracers.

Gleason score has been considered a predictor of prostate cancer mortality (24). However, only recently was it discovered that mortality rates differ among patients with a Gleason score of 7 depending on whether a Gleason pattern of 4 is primary or secondary. For example, Tollefson et al. reported that patients with a primary Gleason grade of 4 (thus, a Gleason score of $4 + 3$) have higher rates of biochemical failure, systemic recurrence, and mortality from the disease than those with a primary Gleason grade of 3 (thus, a Gleason score of $3 + 4$) (25). In our current study, we did not distinguish these 2 different patterns of Gleason score, mainly because of the limited spatial resolution of SPECT even after advanced reconstruction algorithms and PVE correction techniques were used as shown in this article. When we learn of ways to improve the spatial resolution in the future, we will evaluate the different patterns of a Gleason score of 7.

**CONCLUSION**

We performed phantom and patient studies for quantitative $^{111}$In-capromab pendetide SPECT using a commercially available SPECT/CT scanner with an advanced SPECT reconstruction algorithm and PVE correction technique to quantify radiolabeled antibody concentrations in vivo. Our results indicate potential for noninvasive grading of prostate tumors using quantitative $^{111}$In-capromab pendetide SPECT/CT. This conclusion will be followed carefully with an expanded patient population including patients with Gleason grades lower than 3 and higher than 4, neither

![FIGURE 4. Recovery coefficients were measured using modified NEMA/IEC body phantom containing multiple prostate lesions (smallest, 7.77 mL) and bladder lesion (146 mL). (A) Photograph of modified NEMA/IEC body phantom. (B) Chart comparing recovery coefficients in reconstructed images with and without PVE correction. Deconvolution-corrected measurement significantly recovers tracer concentrations, even in small volume (7.77 mL), whereas deconvolution correction effect is less significant in large lesion (146 mL). (C and D) Reconstructed phantom image slices (transaxial view showing 2 filled lesions) uncorrected (C) and corrected (D) by PVE algorithm are also presented.](rgb)
of which was included in the presented study. In addition, the differences between the primary and secondary Gleason patterns will be evaluated in correlation with the quantitative $^{111}$In-capromab pendetide results in future studies.
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